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1 Introduction

There are numerous parameters that were developed in order to assess quality of room acoustics (Sabine, 1964), (Beranek, 1992, 1996). It may be said that two main approaches dealing with acoustic quality of a room are based on either objective or subjective evaluation or both. One of the most relevant sensations of the sound field in rooms is the cognition of reverberation (Vorländer, 1998). In addition room acoustical parameters derived from the room impulse response such as clarity, definition or lateral energy fraction are also adequate for assessing a room intended for speech and music (Beranek, 1996), (Vorländer, 1998). On the other hand, it is highly desirable that all calculated parameters are assessed subjectively (Kostek 1999). Therefore one of the most important issues in acoustics is to find relations between objectively measured parameters of rooms and their subjective quality assessed by listeners (preferably experts) (Vorländer, 1998). Moreover, it is most important for the acoustical design of a room to have a tool, which enables prediction of the relevant acoustical properties (Neubauer, 1997). This paper aim is two-fold. First, a short review on some acoustical principles related to the room acoustic assessment is presented. Then problems related to the acoustical design of rooms in cases most encountered in practice namely rectangular halls where the sound field is not diffuse are discussed. The RT formulae known so far, cannot predict the RT characteristics accurately in halls with non-uniformly distributed absorption. Moreover, the formulae needed in practice ought to be matched to conditions in occupied rather than in empty halls, those being as a rule highly absorptive, i.e. filled with directional sound field, due mainly to audience presence. RT prediction for such cases is highly desirable for acoustic consultants and architectural project engineers. Secondly, it is also important to check in which way and if source- and microphone-directional characteristics influence subjective perception of reverberation. It will be shown that such an influence exists and experts’ judgement resulted from subjective tests will be cited. The paper shows selected impulse responses of an auditory room, enabling to assess reverberation subjectively.

2 Room Acoustical Properties

Since Sabine published his results, several different approaches have been adopted to obtain equations that describe the reverberation characteristics. Among others, the best-known researchers who developed theories of reverberation in the last 50 years include: (Fitzroy 1959), (Schroeder, 1965), (Kosten, 1966), (Cremer and Müller, 1978), (Kuttruff, 1976, 1991), (Nilsson, 1992), (Tohyama et al., 1995). Lately, papers by Kuttruff (Kuttruff, 1997), Arau (Arau, 1998), Neubauer (Neubauer, 1999) and Bistafa and Bradley appeared (Bistafa and Bradley, 2000) that dealt with the similar problems. Recently, within the frame work of the standardization process an improvement of the estimation of the reverberation time in rooms with irregular absorption distribution based on Nilsson’s model was proposed and discussed (CEN/TC, 1999), (Nilsson, 1992). There exist also a large number of parameters derived from the hall impulse response. The objective of such measures is to examine the energy distribution within time limits to impulse response. The most common cause of reduced diffusion of the acoustical field is extensive sound absorbing applied to the ceiling and the floor, and contrary walls reflect sound well and they are vertical and poorly subdivided. In such rooms, sound waves propagating in directions close to horizontal attenuate slowly form a horizontal reverberant field. The reverberation time appears to exceed the value calculated using Sabine’s equation. Since this is a common situation in real rooms, one of the authors proposed to calculate RT as a sum of two reverberation processes decaying independently along horizontal and vertical main axes of the hall (R. Neubauer, 1999). The model divides the sound field into two parts considering each as a corrected Eyring value and results in a so-called New Formula or Fitzroy-Kuttruff equation (R. Neubauer, 1999), (R. Neubauer, B. Kostek, 2001).

3 Subjective Tests

The impulse response of the auditory room of TUG was measured using both directional and omnidirectional characteristics of microphones. The next step was to convolve these signals with anechoic recordings. For this purpose a number of sound excerpts recorded in an anechoic chamber were used. Experts judged resulted sounds. Their task was to rate all signals from 1 to 5 and to choose the signal that was perceived as the best one. In Fig. 1 a view of the auditory hall is shown with positioning of microphones and place in which a source was placed. Correspondingly in Fig. 2 RT measured in this room is shown. In addition Figures 3 and 4 present impulse responses recorded both by omnidirectional and cardioid microphones. In the last attached Figure (Fig. 5) a convolution of impulse response from Fig. 3 and anechoic recording is shown. This recording was judge by experts as the best one. This means that experts’ subjective preference as to modelled reverberation conditions is such as that in case when RT is directional.

Fig. 1 Auditory room view (position of microphones +,o and impulse source is shown - x)
reverberation depends also on particular directions of subsequently reflected waves, i.e. is partly directional and disobeying the statistical law of decay, at least in its early portion.
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**4 Conclusion**

The differences in reverberation time values measured or predicted according to various methods cause numerous doubts among researchers dealing with room acoustics problems. They "felt" that neither measurements nor predictions based on the classical theories of reverberation do describe it properly. It becomes clear now, that new approaches are necessary to explain the signalled problems.

In contrast to the standard approach to reverberation as to an omnidirectional, statistically defined process, one is compelled to admit that...